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Up until recently, most of my JavaScript work has been fairly minimal. Most javascript form validation is dealt with by cfform,
and the main other uses have been for simple things like pop-ups. There's been a few more complex development tasks, but
nothing of considerable scale.
Recently though, I've started looking at the new Ajax functionality with coldfusion 8. Although a lot of this is already in place
out of the box, I realised that I needed to brush up on things.

Oops!
Oops!

I already own JavaScript: The Definitive Guide , and a few other JavaScript books: Javascript in Easy
Steps, and Beginning JavaScript with DOM Scripting and Ajax. Worryingly though, the easy steps book
is the only one I ever refer to. Too often, I spend ages looking for a particular technique on the internet
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seemed to focus on the main points.
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It only took an hour to skim read the whole book, but it seems to cover everything I need just now.
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browser differences.
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I haven't used this book in anger yet, but I do believe it will be a good purchase. (14)
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